We extract the strong coupling constants of three mesons, each of which is composed of either two charm quarks or one charm quark and one light (i.e., u, d, or s) quark, from the matrix elements for the transitions of two of these mesons induced by appropriate quark currents within the framework of a relativistic dispersion approach to the constituent-quark picture of mesons. Among others, we also analyse the impact of the violation of the SU(3) flavour symmetry by the quark masses. In the case of mesons containing one light quark, we observe, in two respects, discrepancies between our findings and the predictions of QCD sum rules: our strong couplings exceed considerably the ones emerging from QCD sum rules, and, in our approach, the replacement of a light quark by a strange quark entails, in contrast to QCD sum rules, a reduction of the magnitudes of the strong couplings.
Lots of definitions: strong couplings, transition form factors, and decay constants
By use of a relativistic dispersion approach relying on the constituent-quark model for hadrons, we analyse the three-meson strong couplings g PP ′ V and g PV ′ V for vector mesons V, with polarization vectors ε µ , and pseudoscalar mesons P: physical parameters defined by the three-meson amplitudes
Of particular interest to us will be any system with, at least, one of the charmonia, J/ψ or η c , among the meson triple. These strong couplings enter into the residues of poles in corresponding transition form factors for q 2 > 0 arising from intermediate meson states. The form factors relevant for us read
The decay constants f V and f P of vector and pseudoscalar mesons are defined, by meson-to-vacuum transition amplitudes of vector quark currentsq 1 γ µ q 2 and axial-vector quark currentsq 1 γ µ γ 5 q 2 , by
The poles of the form factors, residing at pseudoscalar or vector resonances P R or V R , are of the form
Quark-model-based dispersion approach
We calculate the three relevant form factors, viz.,
, and A P→V 0 (q 2 ), within the framework of a relativistic constituent-quark picture [1] . To this end, we must relate the currents defining the form factors to their constituent-quark (Q) counterparts. The task of establishing such a relationship is easily accomplished for heavy-quark currents by introducing form factors g V and g A ,
but is not that easy for the case of light quarks [2] . Numerically, we use [3] 
For the radial meson wave functions w P,V (k 2 ), we'll find sufficient to assume some Gaussian shapes
fixed by parameters β P,V . Within the dispersion formalism, the decay constants f P,V become spectral integrals of densities ρ P,V (s), and the form factors
The double spectral densities ∆(s 1 , s 2 , q 2 ) can be rather straightforwardly derived from the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 1 . 
From the residues of these form factors -involving the meson masses, decay constants, and strong couplings -the latter are derived, by combined fits if they are present in more than one form factor.
Strong couplings of three charmonia: η c η c J/ψ and η c J/ψ J/ψ
As one example representative of the general situation, we inspect the strong couplings of three charmonia [6] . More precisely, we start with the strong coupling g η c η c ψ of one vector J/ψ meson to two pseudoscalar η c mesons; the latter strong coupling enters in and therefore can be extracted from the residue Res 
Upon determination of all needed meson wave-function parameters β P,V by requiring the dispersion representation of the decay constants f P,V to reproduce their (observed) values, the strong couplings may be calculated, individually for each transition of interest, from the spectral representation of the relevant form factors: our couplings' off-resonance behaviour exhibits excellent agreement (Fig. 2) . Proceeding along a similar path, we predict [6] for the strong coupling g η c ψψ of one pseudoscalar η c meson to two vector J/ψ mesons (which turns out to enter in only a single meson-meson transition) g η c ψψ = (10.6 ± 1.5) GeV −1 .
Strong couplings of the charmonia η c or J/ψ to the charmed mesons D (s) and D * (s)
Allowing also for participation of quark currents with a d or s quark in the game and "merging" strong-coupling multiple occurrences (all of them showing nearly perfect concord, Fig. 3 ) yields [6] 
For clarity, a circumflex over the particle's symbol serves to identify the respective resonance meson.
• for the strong couplings of the charmonia J/ψ or η c to the non-strange charmed mesons D ( * ) , 
Observations, comparison, and conclusions
Our present study of the interaction strengths parametrizing the strong couplings of all possible three-particle combinations of charmonia and charmed mesons produced a variety of unexpected, if not even astounding observations: First, the successful extrapolation of our interpolated findings for strong couplings obtained at q 2 < 0 confirms the existence of the poles expected for q 2 > 0. Second, concerning SU(3) breaking, the net result of replacing the d quark by an s quark is a reduction of the affected strong coupling by some 10%. Third, despite undeniable similarities of the approaches, our D ( * ) (s) couplings [6] are more than twice as large as those emerging from QCD sum rules (cf. Table 2 ). 10.7 ± 0.4 23.83 ± 0.78 9.6 ± 0.8 QCD sum rules 11.6 ± 1.8 [7] 4.0 ± 0.6 [7] 11.96 ± 1.34 [8] 4.30 ± 1.53 [9] 
